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Adiabatic heating and convection caused by a fixed-heat-flux source in a near-critical fluid
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Dynamics and heat transfer in a near-critical fluid in a square cavity with a finite heat source located at the
bottom are studied numerically. A thermally insulated enclosure and a fixed-heat-flux source are considered.
The two-dimensional simulation is based on the full Navier-Stokes equations with two-scale splitting of the
pressure and the van der Waals equation of state. It is shown that the piston effect is independent of convection.
Near the critical point, this effect becomes independent of criticality and convective motions are damped.
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Media with parameters close to the thermodynamic cr
cal point display specific physical properties@1#. They are
characterized by some coefficients which, with approach
the critical point, grow unboundedly~specific heat at con
stant pressure and compressibility! or vanish~thermal con-
ductivity!. More than 10 years ago, it was revealed tha
heat source inside a near-critical fluid can cause rapid t
malization of a bulk fluid. This effect, called the ‘‘pisto
effect’’ ~PE! was observed experimentally@2,3# and ex-
plained theoretically@4–6#. The PE is associated with a
expansion-compression mechanism. When a source e
heat, the thermal boundary layer formed nearby expa
strongly and pushes the bulk fluid as a piston. This lead
compression and adiabatic thermalization of the bulk flu
This heating mechanism was studied for one-dimensio
~1D! geometry and temperature-step source@4–6# and other
sources in thermostated containers@5,6#. The role of bound-
ary effects was discussed in Ref.@7#. In real configurations,
an interplay between the PE and thermal gravity–driven c
vection may occur. The 2D simulations were performed
study the hydrodynamic stability in the Rayleigh-Be´nard
configuration @8,9#, transport phenomena in a side-heat
cavity @10#, convective jet motions under terrestrial@11# and
nonuniform microgravity@12# conditions. It was revealed
@10,11# that convection can enhance the PE thermaliza
induced by a constant-temperature source. However, it
not discussed whether this effect is universal or it occ
only in some conditions. Internal sources of constant po
contained in thermostated or partially thermostated en
sures were investigated in Refs.@11,12#. In those cases, hea
fluxes from the boundaries disturbed the thermal field ins
In this paper, a fixed-heat-flux source in a container w
adiabatic walls is considered to realize the fluid response
localized steady heat supply. We present the results of
merical simulations both in terrestrial and in zero-grav
conditions and discuss the distinctions from the results
tained earlier for a step-temperature source.

The hydrodynamic model applied here consists of the
Navier-Stokes equations and the energy equation for a n
perfect compressible medium with an arbitrary tw
parameter equation of state. The pressure is decomposed
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two components: a volume-average part and a dynamic
@13#. To close the set of equations, the integral balance of
dynamic pressure component is added. The governing e
tions may be written in dimensionless form as follows:
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Herer, UW , D, T are the density, velocity, strain rate tenso
and temperature;P, ^P&, and p are the total pressure, th
volume-average, and dynamic pressure components;gW is the
mass force acceleration;h, §, l are the dynamic viscosity
bulk viscosity, and heat conductivity;dv is an elementary
volume; andV is the overall volume. The characterist
scales are the following: lengthl 8, velocity u8, time l 8/u8,
strain rateu8/ l 8, Earth’s gravity force accelerationg8, the
critical values~denoted by the subscript ‘‘c’’ ! rc8 , Tc8 , and
the valuesl08 , h08 , cv08 corresponding to a perfect gas~de-
noted by the subscript ‘‘0’’!. The dimensional values are in
dicated by a prime while the nondimensional values have
prime.

The set of equations includes the Reynolds, Frou
Prandtl, Mach numbers, and the ratio of specific heats fo
perfect gas, which are defined as
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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Re5
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Here,B85R8/mg8 , R8 is the perfect gas constant, andmg8 is
the molar mass.

For modeling near-critical fluids, we will use the van d
Waals equation of state

P5rT/~12br!2ar2, a59/8, b51/3. ~7!

The coefficientl increases on approaching the critical po
as l511L@(T82Tc8)/Tc8#2c @1#, h is assumed to be con
stant, and§ is equal to zero. The fluid is stratified. The de
sity and pressure variations along the body force vector
described at the initial instant by the linear relations@14#.

The total pressureP in the governing equations is decom
posed into two parts~the volume-average pressure^P& and
the dynamic pressurep). These parts are normalized usin
the different scales (B8rc8Tc8 for ^P& and rc8U82 for p). In
the limit of small Mach numbers this model approaches
acoustic-filtering model@15# and may be successfully ap
plied for simulating a low-speed dynamics with a large tim
step. However, the present model describes acoustic
cesses as well since we do not removep from P in the
equation of state.

A 2D numerical solver based on a finite-difference form
lation has been designed. The space discretization o
straggled grid using second-order implicit schemes is e
ployed. Nonuniform rectangular grids are used. The pro
dure is split into several steps. The volume-average pres
^P& and densityr are calculated by an iterative method fro

FIG. 1. Isotherms and dynamic fields at the instantst855.0 ~a!
and 7.6 s~b!.
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the equation of state and Eq.~5!. Then, Eqs.~1! and ~2! are
integrated by theSIMPLE-type algorithm@16#, and the den-
sity, velocity, and dynamic pressure are corrected suc
sively according to requirements on conservation. After th
the magnitudes ofp are shifted and̂ P& is recalculated to
satisfy Eq. ~5!. Finally, Eq. ~3! is integrated yielding the
magnitude ofT. To ensure a high calculation accuracy, t
governing equations were rewritten in reduced variablesd f
5 f 2 f c , where f 5(r,^P&,p,T) and Eqs.~2! and ~3! were
transformed into conservative form.

The present numerical code was applied to simulation
heat transfer in enclosures with side heating and coo
@17#. This code was modified as compared to the earlier v
sion based on the acoustic-filtering model. Using the pre
ous version of the code, we studied the problems of conv
tive motions in near-critical fluids in microgravity@18# and
terrestrial conditions@14# and examined the role of the equ
tion of state@19#.

The thermally insulated square cavity filled with a nea
critical CO2 under terrestrial conditions is considered.
source of energy is located very close to the center of
lower surface and one can assume that it stands at the
tom. The side of the cavity isl 851 cm and the length of the
heater ish850.06 cm. Initially, the velocity is zero, the tem
perature is constant, and the density at the top boundar
critical. At the initial instant, the fixed-power source with th
heat fluxq850.582 mW/cm2 is switched on and it operate
during a time internalth857.6 s. The dimensionless param
eters are Re53.853104, Pr51.0, M51023, g051.4, Fr
50.820, andgW 5(0,21) for the velocity scale to beu8

FIG. 2. Time dependencies ofDTb8 ~a! andDTh8 ~b! at «51.64
31022 ~1!, 6.5831023 ~2!, 1.6431023 ~3! in the terrestrial envi-
ronment~continuous curves!. Broken curves~b! correspond to zero
gravity. Dot-and-dash vertical line indicates the instant when
source is switched off.
1-2
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528.5 cm/s. The coefficientl is determined from the ex
perimental data@20# yielding the constantsL50.028 andc
50.74. The reduced temperature«5(Ti82Tc8)/Tc8 ~whereTi8
is the initial temperature! varied in the calculations.

The calculation accuracy was controlled by checking
overall balances of internal energy and kinetic energy. T
deviations in the first balance were less than 0.5% and in
second one less than 1–2 %. The typical integration was
formed on a 813101 grid with the grid-point clustering nea
the source~the cluster coefficients were equal to 5.0 and 6.!.
The minimum spatial step washmin51.8331023. The time
step Dt was determined from the formulaDt5Ku hminM
~where Ku is the Courant number! for Ku59.073102.

As is known, a source of energy induces global heating
the PE mechanism and convection@10–12,14,17#. The typi-
cal pattern in the present configuration obtained at«56.58
31023 ~initial temperature was 2 K above the critical point!
is shown in Fig. 1. It is clear that the upward convective
rises from the source. A maximum velocity modulus ha
magnitudeuUW 8umax50.154 cm/s at the instantt855.0 s and
uUW 8umax50.172 cm/s att857.6 s.

The values of the relative temperatureDT85T82Ti8 at
the source center and at the center of the top boundary
denoted asDTh8 and DTb8 . In some simulations, the bod
force is ‘‘switched off,’’ hence, convection is canceled. U
der weightlessness conditions, theDTb8 functions increase
linearly if the source is active and are constant if it
switched off@Fig. 2~a!#. Since the increment inDTb8 charac-
terizes the intensity of the PE, one can see that the PE c
acteristic time is equal toth8 and« has only slight influence
on the thermalization rate. This situation is different fro
that governed by a step-temperature source which leads
shorter PE time scale and stronger thermalization with
proach to the critical point@4–6#. In that consideration, the
amount of heat entering the fluid is not limited and det
mined by the fluid compressibility enhanced as«→0. How-
ever, if the heat flux is fixed, as here, the fluid cannot abs
more energy than it is supplied and the rate of the PE t
perature increase is limited. When the source is switched

FIG. 3. The valuesDTh8 and DTb8 vs « for a near-critical fluid
~NCF! and a perfect gas~PG! in the terrestrial@gW 5(0,21)# and
zero-gravity (gW 50) environments at the instantt857.0. Line 1:
DTh8 , NCF, gW 50; 2: DTb8 , NCF, gW 50; 3: DTh8 , NCF, gW 5(0,
21); 4: DTb8 , NCF,gW 5(0,21); 5: DTh8 , PG,gW 50; 6: DTb8 , PG,
gW 50. Marks denote the calculated points.
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the PE stops. The valueDTh8 @Fig. 2~b!# characterizing the
thermal inhomogeneity near the source rises with time
t8,th8 . However, when«→0, DTh8 increases much slower
i.e., the thermal energy is removed from the boundary la
and transformed into the bulk heat more intensively.

Under terrestrial conditions, theDTb8 functions at all«
considered remain the same as for zero gravity, accordin
we did not plot them in Fig. 2~a!. Convection does no
change the intensity of the PE that is opposite to the cas
a step-temperature source when convection can enhanc
PE @10,11#. However, the temperature of the source,DTh8 ,
decreases in Fig. 2~b! since cold streams flow past the sour
and cool it.
The variations of« in a wide range demonstrated~Fig. 3!
that, far from the critical point, a substantial portion of e
ergy is accumulated in the boundary layer. This results
large magnitudes ofDTh8 and magnitudes ofDTb8 which are
smaller than limiting value. As«→0, the difference between
DTh8 andDTb8 vanishes. Convection results in additional r
duction ofDTh8 . A medium at near-critical parameters do
not allow the source temperature to rise significantly, the
fore it can be considered as an effective cooler.

To analyze the effect of the PE on convection, we w
estimate the dimensionless kinetic energy of the whole flu
K50.5*Vr(t)UW 2(t)dv, associated with convective motion
The present problem is compared with the problem for
fixed-temperature source, other things being identical. In
second case, as shown in Fig. 4~a!, the convective flow be-
comes more intense as«→0. On the contrary, in the firs
case, the intensity of convection decreases as«→0 @Fig.
4~b!#. As discussed above, thermalization in this case te

FIG. 4. Time dependence ofK for the cases of the fixed
temperature source at the initial temperature step of 20 mK~a! and
fixed-heat-flux source~b! at «51.6431022 ~1!, 6.5831023 ~2!,
3.2931023 ~3!, and 1.6431023 ~4!.
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to the spatially uniform distribution of temperature with
small thermal inhomogeneity near the source and, he
convective jets are weaker. We may assume that with
further decrease in«, convection will be completely damped
This will make it possible to distinguish the PE mechani
even in the presence of gravity.

In summary, it should be noted that the present numer
study can match experimental results with some precauti
The van der Waals equation of state does not ensure a
accuracy in description of real near-critical fluids, especia
in a close vicinity of the critical point. We do not take 3
effects into account and do not investigate the effects of
l

-
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geometry. Nevertheless, the present consideration shows
limited heat fluxes from the source lead to some univer
features in near-critical dynamics and heat transfer. Glo
thermalization in this case is independent of convective m
tions. With approach to the critical point, it becomes ind
pendent of criticality and convection becomes weaker.
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